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The Cornerstone Abraham Lincoln Wheatback Cents album is the perfect way to store, collect and

learn about the United States Mint Lincoln Wheatback cent series.Inside you will find informative

facts about the history of the United States one-cent piece, how Lincoln came to be the face of the

cent and more about the 16th President of the United States. Beginners will benefit from tips about

how to grade and handle Wheatback cents, along with information about how to assemble more

advanced cent type collections. With the unique dual lense page design, you can view both the front

and back of each coin while enjoying a fun, educational and practical storage solution for your

Wheatback cents.No matter which denomination or series you choose to collect, Cornerstone

albums are an ideal companion for your journey into the fascinating hobby of numismatics!
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Colorful and informative Lincoln wheatback cent album. I have been collecting coins for many many

years and have many types of albums, folders and whatever to keep my coins nice. This is without

a doubt the nicest coin album I have ever owned.

good of a kind

This is a really nice book, it has facts about the coins, mintage numbers, and its complete, all mint

marks. If your looking for a book to keep your wheat's in, this is it. I will be buying the other the sell.



best coin album out there by far, no down sides whatsoever, the slots protect the coins well and the

extra info is cool too

If you have a collection of average coins then this is great book. Gives some history info and display

of coins is behind a clear plastic shield that keeps lookers and handlers from touching the pennies

on display. However, IF you have a HIGH end collection then you would want air tight storage. So I

liked it but I have average coins.

Good book for an amateur. Not sure a professional coin collector would love it, but it is great for

what I need. Coins fit nicely into little pockets that you then cover with a sheet of thick plastic. The

book has some fun facts about wheat pennies and history.

This is the best penny storage book I've come across. It has the coins on on each page setting

between two sheets of plastic so both the front and back can be seen and offers a lot of information

as well.This is a great way to store and display your collection. It is for average quality, circulated

coins coins however and if you are collecting high quality (proofs or circulated) than a storage

system to meet those needs is required.

If you collect "wheatback" pennies, this is the book to get. These last 2 I bought as gifts.
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